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TECH FORUM
Converting the
Luddites—
Apple’s iPad
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
More than the sum of its parts, Apple’s iPad defies the
usual expectation that things technological are defined by
what they do. A toaster, because it’s just that (what it
does), is different from, say, a television. Television can
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you’re sure is on the hard drive, somewhere. You can search the entire iPad for
words or content just by pushing the
home page button when you’re on the
home page—if you want to. And you can
import files through e-mail or the iTunes
connection. But most of the clerical
aggravation is gone. You’re on the Internet and see a picture you like—press and
hold your finger on it and a menu will
pop up so you can save a copy in the
photo app that sits on the table at the
bottom of your home page. Highlight
some text with a sweep of your finger, and tap to copy and
paste elsewhere. But if you’d like to rummage for a while
through multitiered stacks of folders with an “explore” function, forget it.
With the iPad, it’s easy to forget how powerful the computing is beneath your fingers. The device is not only
incredibly fast, but it can handle processing-intensive tasks

With the iPad, you can only open
and run one app at a time...But if
you want to try to process multiple
stimuli and streams, better go open
your laptop.

such as speech recognition. The free Dragon Dictate app
from Nuance works beautifully with no more than the
microphone at the top of the device and a red Record button in the middle of the page.

focus. Apple once was avoided by computer users who complained there just wasn’t enough software written for the
platform. Since the iPhone, there has been a seismic reversal

THE ONE AND THE MANY
There’s a kind of digital attention deficit disorder that nor-

2008. Opening day, there were 500 applications available for

mal computing and browsing encourage. Open 10 files and

download on the iPhone and iTouch. One year later, there

applications on your desktop, or multiple tabs for many

were 55,000. In June of this year, the number was a stagger-

sites when you’re browsing, and you can’t help but fracture

ing 225,000+, many of them free. Apple says 150,000 of

whatever sustained focus you might have had if there were

these iPhone apps run on the iPad, and, by launch day,

only one app or one site contending for your attention.

1,000 of the apps had already been rewritten for the larger

Some think computers and the ’Net are conditioning whole

screen of the iPad.

generations of nimble but shallow thinkers.
With the iPad, on the other hand, you can only open and

The same device that grabs you by the nose and forces
you to pay attention to one thing at a time is, ironically, at

run one app at a time. If you want to read—read. Want to

one and the same time a book, magazine, newspaper, game

listen to music so that it’s more than just wallpaper—open

platform, NetFlix movie viewer, MP3 player, radio, dictation

Pandora or an MP3 app. But if you want to try to process

machine, word processor, spreadsheet, calendar, organizer,

multiple stimuli and streams, better go open your laptop or

Web browser, podcast library and player, RSS reader, Skype

grab the remote from the channel surfer on the couch and

telephone, photo album, e-mail device, Web page publisher,

open some channel-in-channel sporting events.

and so on and on. About a quarter million apps, with Apple

Some see this inability to multitask as a weakness that
should be corrected in the next version. But consider how
much attention is paid to managing the technology when

keeping count on its website anticipating one billion downloads relatively soon.
The iPad is the ultimate portable computer that has done

you multitask on a computer. How much of the conversa-

all that it can to make the chips, the wires, and the network

tion gets lost when you’re swatting flies at the same time?

complications disappear. Perhaps it’s the digital masterwork

There is a paradoxical other side to this simplicity and
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of this situation. Apple’s App Store was launched in July
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that finally even a luddite can love. SF

